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Initial conditionsInitial conditions
in 5 TeV p-Pb collisions in 5 TeV p-Pb collisions 

within the PHSD transport approachwithin the PHSD transport approach



  Formation of QGP stage Formation of QGP stage by dissolution of pre-hadronsby dissolution of pre-hadrons  
          (all new produced secondary hadrons)(all new produced secondary hadrons)    
          intointo massive colored quarks  + mean-field energy massive colored quarks  + mean-field energy 

          based on thebased on the  Dynamical Quasi-Particle Model (DQPM)Dynamical Quasi-Particle Model (DQPM)  which defineswhich defines
            quark spectral functions,quark spectral functions, i.e. masses  i.e. masses MMqq((εε)) and widths  and widths   ΓΓqq  ((εε))

  +    +  mean-field potential mean-field potential UUqq  at givenat given    εε  – local energy density  – local energy density 

                                                ((εε   related by lQCD EoS to   related by lQCD EoS to T T - temperature in the local cell)- temperature in the local cell)

Parton Hadron String Dynamics IParton Hadron String Dynamics I

  Initial A+A collisions Initial A+A collisions – as in HSD:– as in HSD:
    -     - stringstring formation in primary NN collisions formation in primary NN collisions
        -- string decay to  string decay to pre-hadronspre-hadrons ( (BB - baryons,  - baryons, mm - mesons) - mesons)

W. Cassing, E. Bratkovskaya,  PRC 78 (2008) 034919;W. Cassing, E. Bratkovskaya,  PRC 78 (2008) 034919;
NPA831 (2009) 215; NPA831 (2009) 215; EEPJ  ST PJ  ST 168168 (2009)  (2009) 33; ; NNPPA856A856 (2011)  (2011) 162162..

QGP phase:QGP phase:  
ε ε > > εεcriticalcritical

I. I. From hadrons to QGP:From hadrons to QGP:



II. II. Partonic Partonic phasephase - QGP: - QGP:

quarks and gluons (= quarks and gluons (= ‚dynamical quasiparticles‘)‚dynamical quasiparticles‘)  
withwith    off-shell spectral functionsoff-shell spectral functions  (width, mass) defined by the DQPM(width, mass) defined by the DQPM

  in in self-generated mean-field potential self-generated mean-field potential for quarks and gluonsfor quarks and gluons  UUqq, U, Ugg

          from the DQPMfrom the DQPM
  EoS of partonic phase: EoS of partonic phase: ‚crossover‘ from lattice QCD ‚crossover‘ from lattice QCD (fitted by DQPM)(fitted by DQPM)

  (quasi-) elastic and inelastic (quasi-) elastic and inelastic parton-parton interactions:parton-parton interactions:                                                              
using the effective cross sections from the DQPM using the effective cross sections from the DQPM 

  ((quasi-quasi-) ) elasticelastic  collisionscollisions::

  inelastic collisions:inelastic collisions:  
  (Breight-Wigner cross sections)  (Breight-Wigner cross sections)

suppressed (<1%) suppressed (<1%) 
due to the large due to the large 
mass of gluonsmass of gluons

Parton Hadron String Dynamics IIParton Hadron String Dynamics II



III. III. Hadronization:Hadronization:

  Hadronization: Hadronization: based on DQPM based on DQPM 
--  massive, off-shell (anti-)quarks massive, off-shell (anti-)quarks with broad spectral functions hadronize towith broad spectral functions hadronize to  
off-shell mesons and baryons or color neutral excited states - ‚strings‘ off-shell mesons and baryons or color neutral excited states - ‚strings‘ 
(strings act as ‚doorway states‘ for hadrons) (strings act as ‚doorway states‘ for hadrons) 

IV. IV. Hadronic phase:Hadronic phase:  hadron-string interactions – hadron-string interactions – off-shell HSDoff-shell HSD

•  LocalLocal  covariantcovariant  off-shelloff-shell  transitiontransition rate rate for q+q for q+qbarbar fusion  fusion 
   meson formation: meson formation: 

  NNjj(x,p)(x,p) is the phase-space density of parton j at space-time position  is the phase-space density of parton j at space-time position xx and 4-momentum  and 4-momentum pp
  WWmm  is the phase-space distribution of the formed ‚pre-hadrons‘ (Gaussian in phase space)is the phase-space distribution of the formed ‚pre-hadrons‘ (Gaussian in phase space)
 |Μ |Μqqqq||22 is the effective quark-antiquark interaction from the DQPM is the effective quark-antiquark interaction from the DQPM

Parton Hadron String Dynamics IIIParton Hadron String Dynamics III







  PHSD for HIC (highlights)PHSD for HIC (highlights)

PHSD provides a consistent description of HIC dynamicsPHSD provides a consistent description of HIC dynamics



AnisotropyAnisotropy  coefficicoefficientsents

Non central Non central Au+Au Au+Au collisions :collisions :    
  interaction between constituents leads to a interaction between constituents leads to a pressure pressure 
gradientgradient => spatial asymmetry is converted to an  => spatial asymmetry is converted to an 
asymmetry in momentum space =>  asymmetry in momentum space =>  collective flowcollective flow

vv2 2 > 0 > 0 indicatesindicates  in-planein-plane  emissionemission  ofof  particlesparticles

vv2 2 < 0 < 0 corresponds to a corresponds to a squeeze-out squeeze-out perpendicular to perpendicular to 

the reaction plane (the reaction plane (out-of-planeout-of-plane emission) emission)

vv2 2 > 0> 0



Flow in PHSDFlow in PHSD

scaling approx. works in PHSDscaling approx. works in PHSD

Phys. Rev. C85,  044922 (2012) 

eccentricityeccentricity

Increase of vIncrease of v
22
 with collision energy  with collision energy 

is described by an increase of  is described by an increase of  
partonic fractionpartonic fraction



Energy Energy densitydensity in PHSD in PHSD

Energy densityEnergy density ε ε(GeV/fm(GeV/fm22) for Au+Au at ) for Au+Au at s s 1/21/2    = 200 GeV = 200 GeV 
with impact parameter with impact parameter b b = 2 fm in the rest frame = 2 fm in the rest frame 

Fluctuating energy densityFluctuating energy density  in PHSDin PHSD

Rudy Marty et al.Rudy Marty et al.







p-Pb collisions at LHCp-Pb collisions at LHC

● First very preliminary results in PHSD shows good agreement First very preliminary results in PHSD shows good agreement 
on mean pon mean p

TT
 and v and v

22
 within statistics within statistics

● There is no difference when smearing energy density in p-PbThere is no difference when smearing energy density in p-Pb

● Work in progressWork in progress



SummarySummary

➢ Parton-Hadron-String-Dynamics (PHSD) transport model provides a Parton-Hadron-String-Dynamics (PHSD) transport model provides a 
consistent description of the phase transition to the QGP in heavy-ion consistent description of the phase transition to the QGP in heavy-ion 
collisions. The dynamical quasiparticle model (DQPM) defines the collisions. The dynamical quasiparticle model (DQPM) defines the 
partonic phase in line with lattice QCD.partonic phase in line with lattice QCD.

➢ Distributions, transverse spectra and collective flows of particles Distributions, transverse spectra and collective flows of particles 
produced in heavy ion collisions are reproduced from AGS to RHIC produced in heavy ion collisions are reproduced from AGS to RHIC 
energies.energies.

➢ Initial conditions is important for such measurement as flow coefficients. Initial conditions is important for such measurement as flow coefficients. 
Especially for higher harmonics.Especially for higher harmonics.

➢ First PHSD results on p-Pb collisions at LHC show good agreement for First PHSD results on p-Pb collisions at LHC show good agreement for 
<p<p

TT> and moderate agreement with v> and moderate agreement with v
22
. There is not clear evidence for a . There is not clear evidence for a 

sensitivity on the granularity so far. Further studies on higher order flow sensitivity on the granularity so far. Further studies on higher order flow 
coefficients for different granularities are in progress coefficients for different granularities are in progress 
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